Primary Cutaneous CD30+ Lymphoproliferative Disorders: New Insights Into Biology and Therapy

The spectrum of CD30+ lymphoproliferative diseases of the skin includes CD30+ cutaneous anaplastic large cell lymphoma, lymphomatoid papulosis, as well as borderline cases. These entities constitute the second most common group of cutaneous lymphomas according to the newly revised World Health Organization and European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer consensus classification. Recent progress in immune and molecular biology, and identification of therapeutic targets have increased our understanding of these diseases and have led to novel treatment approaches. This review will provide an update on recent findings of immunologic, molecular, cytogenetic features and treatment strategies for patients with CD30+ lymphoproliferative diseases.

Clinically and biologically, cutaneous T-cell lymphomas (CTCL) represent a heterogeneous group of non-Hodgkin's lymphomas (NHL) defined by clonal proliferation of skin-homing malignant T lymphocytes. The spectrum of CD30+ cutaneous lymphoproliferative disorders includes lymphomatoid papulosis (LyP), cutaneous anaplastic large-cell lymphoma (CALCL), and borderline cases that represent the second most common types of CTCL after mycosis fungoides (MF) and comprise approximately 25% of all CTCL.[1] Their common phenotypic hallmark is the CD30 antigen, a cytokine receptor belonging to the tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily. Other overlapping features include common spontaneous regression of the skin lesions and in general a low-grade malignant course with an excellent prognosis.[2,3]

Clinical Manifestation and Differential Diagnosis

Lymphomatoid Papulosis

First described in 1956 by Dupont et al as histiomonocytic reticulosis and later coined by Macaulay in 1968, LyP has been recognized as a clinically benign but often recurrent skin condition. The skin of patients is characterized by the presence of a self-healing skin eruption of erythematous papules.
and nodules that may become hemorrhagic, necrotic, and/or ulcerative (Figure 1).[4,5] Clinically, lesions vary from papules and nodules to, less commonly, larger plaques, and follicular, vesicular, and pustular types.[6] Oral involvement has been rarely observed.[7] While individual lesions take weeks to several months to resolve, the disease may recur for decades and is highly variable. Arthropod bites, pityriasis lichenoides et varioliformis acuta (PLEVA), prurigo nodularis, folliculitis, and various cutaneous lymphomas may clinically resemble LyP.

LyP was previously considered a benign inflammatory process comprising a spectrum with pityriasis lichenoides.[8] Both conditions are associated with crops of papules on the trunk and extremities that tend to ulcerate. However, LyP is now regarded as an indolent cutaneous lymphoma according to the new World Health Organization—European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer (WHO-EORTC) classification.[1]

Three histologic types have been identified, characterized as type A, B, and C (Table 1). Types A and C consist of large atypical lymphocytes resembling Reed-Sternberg cells. Type A cells are embedded in a dense inflammatory background with histiocytes, neutrophils, and eosinophils, and can resemble Hodgkin's disease, whereas type C cells are characterized by sheets of similar large atypical
lymphocytes with prominent lavender nucleoli and open chromatin with fewer interspersed inflammatory cells (Figure 2). Only a few inflammatory cells are present. Type B simulates classical MF features, with epidermotropism and a dermal band-like infiltrate composed of small to medium-sized cells. It may represent an early stage in the evolution of the more conventional type A presentation.

Pseudoepitheliomatous Lymphomatoid Papulosis

Atypical cells exhibit a CD4+ CD8- CD30+ T-helper phenotype and frequently express cytotoxic proteins such as granzyme B, TIA-1, and perforin. Aberrant phenotypes with loss of the CD7 antigen frequently occur. The expression of CD15, a marker for Hodgkin and Reed-Sternberg cells, has been reported, but staining for CD15 is generally negative. Coexpression of CD56 is observed in rare cases, but does not appear to be associated with an unfavorable prognosis.[9,10] Pseudocarcinomatous epidermal hyperplasia was found in cases of LyP and CD30+ CALCL possibly associated with epidermal growth factor dysregulation (Figure 3).[11] Recently published immunohistochemical data suggest that fascin expression in LyP may become a predictive marker for development of a second lymphoid malignancy.[12] Low (or loss of) CD134 expression may also predict disease progression.[13]

Cutaneous CD30+ Anaplastic Large-Cell Lymphoma

In 1985, Stein et al described a large-cell lymphoma defined by cohesive sheets of large lymphoid cells expressing the Ki-1 (CD30) antigen. This has led to the further recognition of CD30 expression as a common phenotypic hallmark for LyP and CD30+ CALCL. Most cases of CD30+ CALCL present as solitary or regional nodules and/or tumors that often show ulceration (Figure 4). The skin lesions may undergo spontaneous regression as in LyP, but often persist. Generalized or multifocal lesions are seen in about 20% of patients. Papules and plaques simulating morphea or ulcerated lesions resembling pyoderma gangrenosum have also been described.[14] Extracutaneous or regional lymph node involvement is seen in 10% of patients at presentation.
Cutaneous Anaplastic Large-Cell Lymphoma on Histology

CD30⁺ CALCL shows histologic and immunophenotypic overlap with LyP and may be difficult to distinguish at times. Therefore, clinical features are important in distinguishing CD30⁺ CALCL from LyP. A morphologic and immunophenotypic overlap with classic Hodgkin's disease has also been recognized. Histology shows a diffuse, non-epidermotropic infiltrate with cohesive proliferations of large CD30⁺ lymphocytes. In most cases, neoplastic cells show anaplastic features; less commonly, they have a pleomorphic or immunoblastic appearance (Figure 5). However, there is no difference in the prognosis and survival rate.

According to the WHO-EORTC system, CALCL is classified by the expression of CD30 in more than 75% of large atypical cells.[1] However, it may show a wide morphologic spectrum including neutrophil-rich tumors.[15] The atypical cells generally show an activated CD4⁺ T-helper cell phenotype with variable loss of T-cell markers and frequent expression of cytotoxic proteins. A CD8⁺ T-cell phenotype as well as coexpression of CD56 and CD30 have rarely been reported.[15] The overlying epidermis may show a variable degree of pseudoepitheliomatous hyperplasia mimicking squamous cell carcinoma, thereby leading to inappropriate diagnosis and treatment (Figure 4).[11] In contrast to systemic anaplastic large-cell lymphoma (ALCL), primary CD30⁺ CALCL rarely carries the t(2;5) translocation and is usually ALCL kinase protein (ALK)-negative.[16,17] Clusterin was found to be a specific marker for ALCL, but it does not differentiate primary from secondary cutaneous ALCL, as the presence of the ALK protein apparently does.[18] Epithelial membrane antigen (EMA) and expression of c-kit receptor (CD117) is usually negative in cases of CD30⁺ CALCL and LyP.[19]

**Borderline Cases**

Borderline cases refer to those in which a difference between the clinical and histologic appearance exists. These include cases with the clinical presentation of a CD30⁺ CALCL but histologic features suggestive of LyP, and, conversely, cases with a recurrent, self-healing skin eruption that shows histologic features characteristic of a CD30⁺ CALCL. The distinction between LyP and CD30⁺ CALCL is not always possible based on histologic criteria. LyP type C has been described as a borderline lesion of CD30⁺ CALCL. Thus, the clinical appearance and the clinical course over time are used as decisive criteria for the definitive diagnosis and choice of treatment.

The presentation of CD30⁺ lymphoproliferative diseases can be a diagnostic challenge, as CD30 expression has been observed in cutaneous infiltrates of various reactive inflammatory and neoplastic diseases such as arthropod bites, scabies, PLEVA, Langerhans cell histiocytosis, cutaneous B-cell lymphomas with immunoblastic or large-cell features, and CD30⁺ large-cell transformation of MF. Therefore, clinicopathologic correlation is mandatory to establish a diagnosis and to avoid inadequate or excessive therapy.[8,20,21]
Epidemiology

CD30+ lymphoproliferative diseases represent the second most common CTCL after MF, comprising approximately 25% of all CTCL cases, with a male predominance of approximately 1.5 to 2.0:1. The prevalence rate of lymphomatoid papulosis is estimated at 1.2 to 1.9 cases per 1,000,000 population in the United States and may occur less frequently in African-American patients.[22] The prevalence of CD30+ CALCL in the US is not known. LyP generally occurs in adults between the third and fourth decade of life, with a median age of 45 years at onset, although the disorder may affect individuals at any age. It has also been described in children.[23] In addition, cases of regional LyP were more often found in children than in adults.

About 10% to 20% of the adult patients diagnosed with LyP develop an associated lymphoid malignancy, but the prognosis for patients with LyP is otherwise excellent, showing a 100% 5-year survival rate. LyP is most commonly associated with MF, CD30+ CALCL, and Hodgkin’s disease.[24] CD30+ CALCL may occur at any age, but typically affects older patients in the sixth decade with a median age of 61 years. Systemic therapy will often cure the associated lymphoid malignancy; however, the LyP will recur. Although rarely, CD30+ CALCL does appear in children, as confirmed by two retrospective studies with follow-up data for more than 20 years.[3,23]

Etiology

CD30 expression in lymphocytes is upregulated by select viruses such as Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), human herpesvirus (HHV), and human T-cell lymphotropic viruses 1 and 2 (HTLV1/2) and has been implicated in the pathogenesis of CD30+ lymphoproliferative diseases. Electron microscopy has identified intranuclear and intracytoplasmic virus-like particles in cases of lymphomatoid papulosis, but further investigations have been negative to date.[25-27]

More recently, transcripts of human endogenous retroviral sequences in lesional tissue and cell lines of cutaneous CD30+ lymphoproliferative diseases have been detected.[28] EBV has been found in rare cases of CD30+ CALCL and LyP as posttransplant lymphoproliferative disorders, after immunosuppressive therapy, or in human immunodeficiency virus infection.[29-31] Reduced immunosurveillance or chronic antigenic stimulation due to the graft, a direct oncogenic effect of immunosuppressive drugs, or activation of oncogenic viruses have all been suggested as possible mechanisms. However, the exact pathologic process remains elusive.[32,33]

Biologic Properties and Molecular Mechanisms

The skin-homing mechanism of malignant T cells is not completely elucidated, although adhesion molecules and chemokines have been associated with the pathogenesis. Data have shown that expression of CLA and CCR3 with its ligand eotaxin/CCL11 plays a role in homing of CD30+ CTCL cells to the skin.[34] More recent studies investigated the expression patterns of the chemokine receptors CXCR3, CCR4, and CCR3 and their ligands MIG (monokine-induced by interferon-gamma, CXCL9), TARC (thymus- and activation-regulated chemokine, CCL17) and RANTES (CCL5) in skin specimens of patients with CD30+ cutaneous lymphoproliferative disorders.[35] It appears that CCR3 and its ligand RANTES were coexpressed in CD30+ CALCL,[34,35] suggesting tumor cell growth via an autocrine mechanism. CXCR3 was detected in atypical lymphoid cells of LyP, especially in epidermotropic small to medium-sized lymphoid cells of type B LyP. The CXCR3 ligand MIG was expressed in lesional epidermal keratinocytes in LyP, thereby facilitating migration into the epidermis.[35]

The preferential association of some chemokine receptors with human T helper (Th)1 or Th2 cells has been reported.[36] In vitro studies have proposed that human Th1 cells favor expression of CXCR3, whereas Th2 cells favor CCR3 and CCR4. Analysis of cytokine expression patterns of CCR3-bearing CD30+ infiltrating CTCL cells showed a predominant Th-2 profile with interleukin (IL)-4 but not interferon-gamma protein expression. This is consistent with the hypothesis that CD30+ CALCL might be characterized by a Th2-like cytokine profile and that LyP might be functionally of Th1 phenotype, in contrast to CD30+ CALCL.[34,35]

Little is known about apoptosis mechanisms that may underlie the clinical regression of skin lesions in CD30+ lymphoproliferative diseases. Apoptosis rates and expression of apoptosis-related proteins were analyzed in evolutilional stages of LyP and CD30+ CALCL, and CD30+ lymphoma cell lines.[37] A significantly higher apoptotic index was found in LyP than in CD30+ CALCL.[38] The proapoptotic protein Bax was expressed at high levels in evolutilional stages of LyP and CD30+ CALCL, and this may play a crucial role in mediating apoptosis of tumor cells. However, no significant correlation was found between Bax expression and the tumor type and evolutilional stage. Expression of bcl-2...
appears to protect tumor cells from apoptosis in CD30+ lymphoproliferative disorders. Stimulation of cell growth and apoptosis have been noted with the activation of CD30, and therefore, CD30 ligand-mediated cytotoxicity may participate in the pathophysiology of clinical regression.[38,39] Interaction between Fas/APO-1 (CD95) and its ligand FasL have also been studied.[40] CD95 appears to be expressed at high levels in all cutaneous CD30+ lymphomas, suggesting that CD95 activation may induce regression of CD30+ skin lesions.

Molecular studies have found that nearly all cases of primary cutaneous CD30+ CALCL are of clonal origin.[41,42] Analyses of LyP cases for the presence of clonal T-cell receptor (TCR) rearrangements have shown that only a proportion of patients with LyP have a monoclonal T-cell proliferation.[43,44] However, identical clones have been found in LyP lesions and associated CTCL. Recent data demonstrated that the sensitivity of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis may be enhanced by microdissection of T cells in MF, but controversial data on the clonality of neoplastic CD30+ cells by microdissection and single-cell analysis in LyP have been reported.[46-48] One group identified monoclonal patterns of TCR-gamma chain rearrangements in the CD30+ T cells in nearly all cases,[46] whereas a recent study showed that the small CD30+ T cells represent the clonal population.[47]

Cytogenetic Abnormalities

The genetic background of CD30+ lymphoproliferative diseases seems to be largely unknown. Microsatellite instability, consistent with deficits in DNA repair, was recently identified in one patient with CD30+ CALCL originating from LyP.[49] Cytogenetic analysis revealed numerical and structural aberrations such as trisomy 7 in CD30+ neoplastic cells with recurrent breakpoints observed at 1p36, 6p25, 8q24, and 10q24. Loss of genetic material occurred at 6q in one instance of CD30+ CALCL.[50,51] Comparative genomic hybridization studies disclosed chromosomal imbalances in approximately 40% of cases.[52] The most frequent gains involved chromosome 1/1p and 5 (50% of cases), 6, 7, 8/8p, and 19 (38%). Recurrent losses were detected at 6q21 and 18p11. Gains involving chromosome 9 and losses involving chromosome 6q and 18p were seen in relapsing patients.[53] Cellular insensitivity to growth inhibition by transforming growth factor (TGF)-beta is a hallmark in the genesis and progression of human malignancies. Mutations in or loss of the TGF-beta receptor genes I and II have been described in cell lines clonally derived from LyP in the progression to systemic lymphoma and have been linked directly to resistance to the growth inhibitory effects of TGF-beta.[54-56] JunB overexpression is a common finding in CD30+ CALCL and LyP and appears to be necessary for CD30 expression, but its potential pathogenetic role in these neoplasms has not yet been elucidated.[57]

Staging, Survival, and Prognosis

Routine evaluation should include complete physical examination, complete blood count with differential, chemistry panel with lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), skin biopsy for histology, immunophenotyping and gene rearrangement studies and lymph node biopsies in cases with enlarged nodes at presentation to establish the diagnosis and staging. Immunostaining with anti-ALK monoclonal antibodies and/or reverse transcriptase (RT)-PCR can be performed to detect the t(2;5) translocation for diagnostic purposes. Imaging studies such as computed tomography and positron-emission tomography scans should be reserved for patients with clinical and laboratory findings suggestive of systemic disease or prominent lymphadenopathy. Bone marrow biopsy is a consideration in patients with CD30+ CALCL. Histopathologic and molecular results should be correlated with clinical findings and patients classified according to the WHO-EORTC consensus classification.

Many European studies have confirmed the excellent prognosis of CD30+ lymphoproliferative diseases.[58] This was again confirmed by two recent reports from cutaneous lymphoma groups in Europe and the United States with 5- and 10-year disease-related survival rates exceeding 90%.[3,59] However, a few cases of CD30+ CALCL with poor outcome have been observed. Patients presenting with multifocal skin lesions and/or regional lymph nodes have a similar prognosis to patients with skin lesions only. In contrast, the specific survival at 5 years was only 24% in patients presenting with secondary cutaneous involvement during systemic lymphoma with large CD30+ cells.[3] The occurrence of tumors with large CD30+ cell transformation of MF is also associated with poor prognosis.[58] No difference in clinical presentation, clinical behavior, or prognosis is found among CD30+ CALCL cases with an anaplastic, pleomorphic, or immunoblastic morphology.[1] Spontaneous regression and age less than 60 years are associated with a favorable prognosis.[2]
No patients with lymphomatoid papulosis have died of disease. Patients diagnosed with LyP at a younger age tend to be at higher risk for malignant transformation. One investigation found that the cumulative risk for developing lymphoma over time begins after 5 years and approaches 80% after 15 years, but this has not been witnessed in our experience or by others investigators. A few cases have been reported showing that CD30/CD56 coexpression is associated with disease progression, as well as increased Fascin levels. In cases with progression, point mutations and deletions on TGF-beta receptor genes I and II have been found, leading to the loss of its tumor-suppressive properties.

**Treatment Options**

No curative treatment is available for cutaneous CD30+ lymphoproliferative disorders. Historically, the most commonly reported treatment modalities in LyP are doxycycline, psoralens and ultraviolet light A (PUVA), UVB, narrowband (NB)-UVB, low-dose methotrexate, interferon-alpha, topical steroid and bexarotene (Targretin) formulations, and radiation. However, none of these treatments alter the natural course of disease. Therefore, the short-term benefits should be weighed against the potential harmful side effects.

Observation in patients with few lesions is recommended, whereas in patients with more disseminated disease, low-dose methotrexate or UV light treatment might be effective in clearing the lesions. A few single case reports have found that topical carmustine (BCNU), topical nitrogen mustard, topical methotrexate, intralesional interferon-alpha, low-dose cyclophosphamide, chlorambucil (Leukeran), medium-dose UVA-1 therapy, imiquimod (Aldara), and dapsone may be effective. Data are scarce in children with LyP, but reported treatment modalities include systemic antibiotics, low-dose methotrexate, topical steroids, PUVA, and UVB.

Spot radiation for solitary or localized lesions is the preferred treatment for CD30+ CALCL, with systemic chemotherapy reserved for cases with large tumor burden and/or extracutaneous involvement. However, relapse occurs in approximately 40% of patients despite treatment. Therapeutic regimens include doxorubicin-based chemotherapy—ie, CHOP (cyclophosphamide, hydroxyldaunomycin [doxorubicin], vincristine [Oncovin], prednisone) or CHOP-like combinations, interferon-alpha, or oral bexarotene. The Dutch Cutaneous Lymphoma Group found that multiagent systemic chemotherapy, compared with single-agent therapy, neither resulted in a higher cure rate nor prevented future relapses in their patients.

More recently, investigators have reported that recombinant interferon-gamma (Actimmune) and combined treatment with bexarotene and interferon alfa-2a (Roferon-A) have efficacy in this setting. Patients with systemic progression following combination chemotherapy are potential candidates for autologous or allogeneic stem cell transplantation, although limited data concerning this patient population are available. In our experience, pegylated doxorubicin (Doxil) is very effective as single agent, presumably due to the increased efficacy of the liposomal agent in the skin.
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**Therapeutic Agents**

- Bexarotene (Targretin)
- Carmustine (BCNU)
- Chlorambucil (Leukeran)
- CHOP, CHOP-like regimens
Experimental immunotherapies have targeted CD30+ cells in the setting of Hodgkin's disease. SGN-30 is a chimeric anti-CD30 monoclonal antibody that demonstrated activity against Hodgkin's disease and ALCL cell lines in vitro and in xenograft models.[38,72] SGN-30 has been shown to produce objective tumor responses in patients with systemic ALCL.[73] However, limited objective responses in patients with Hodgkin's disease have been observed, which is likely due to differences in CD30 signaling. Moreover, preliminary results of a phase II trial in patients with cutaneous CD30+ lymphoproliferative disorders demonstrated promising results with low levels of toxicity reported.[74] SGN-30 was given at a dose of 12 mg/kg every 2 to 3 weeks, with 6 (35%) objective responses (complete plus partial responses) observed.

**Conclusions**
Primary cutaneous CD30+ lymphoproliferative diseases demonstrate a wide spectrum of clinical and histologic manifestations. Clinicians and pathologists need to be aware of the characteristic features of these entities to avoid misdiagnosis and inappropriate treatment. CD30+ lymphoproliferative diseases have an excellent prognosis, with a 10-year survival exceeding 90%. Because a risk for systemic progression exists in 15% to 20% of patients, long-term observation is recommended. As our understanding of the basic biology and molecular alterations of CD30+ atypical lymphoid cells matures, it is anticipated that novel therapeutic approaches to target key signaling pathways or recognize important targets will be developed.
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